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Big Lottery Fund & Future Agenda | London | 17 May, 2016 
Focus: ‘Future of Doing Good’ 
Hosted by the Big Lottery Fund 
 
1. Overview of the day 
We began by providing some opening statements on the topic is 10 years’ time. After, we reviewed an initial 
perspective of (potentially) pertinent insights on 2025 and assessed these for relevance. We then heard from 
panellists on a range of perspectives. We considered where we thought gaps were evident and added to the 
initial perspective of insights. We then worked in groups to select and explore some of the key areas in more 
detail. We concluded the day with a general discussion about most memorable moments and possible next 
steps. The output of the day is captured below.  
 
2. Opening statements on our topic in 2025 from some guests 
 

• How will doing good [and this event] make a difference and improve inequality? 
• How will we speak the truth to power in ten years? 
• The future of good will be [increasingly] commoditised – what does this mean? 
• The future of doing good is about people managing their own destinies. 
• It is about empowering communities with increased effectiveness and sustainability. 
• There will be more natural collaboration. 
• I hope today that we speak about the difficult teams like money and motivations. 
• How will we capitalise on tides in society? 
• We need to demolish the physical and structural barriers – actions speak louder than words. 

 
3. Assessing future insights 
The following insights from the initial perspective provided were seen as most relevant to our focus.  
 
The Climate Change Challenge 
Truth to Power 
Digital Engagement 
Action, Responsibility and Accountability 
Those Who Hold the Purse Strings 
Closing the Inequality Gap 
Shifting Balance 
Business Solutions to Societal Problems 
Fuzzy Boundaries 
Double Counting 
 
See the original Initial insights here - http://www.slideshare.net/futureagenda2/future-of-doing-good-big-
lottery-fund-may-2016 
 
4. Panel discussion 
A panel discussion was held, where a range of provocateurs gave us ideas and stimulated our thoughts on the 
future of doing good. While panellist members are listed below, the panel summary comments remain non-
attributed.   
 
Panelists 
Charlie Leadbeater, Author, Innovation Expert, former advisor to Tony Blair 
Diane Coyle, OBE Professor of Economics, University of Manchester, Vice Chair BBC Trust 
Sonia Sodha, Chief Leader Writer, The Observer and author: The Future of Doing Good 
David Farnsworth,  Chief Grants Officer at The City of London Corporation's Charity, the City Bridge Trust 
Immy Kaur, Co-Founder Impact Hub Birmingham 
Stephen Greene, CEO of Rockcorps, the pro-social (music) production company 

http://www.slideshare.net/futureagenda2/future-of-doing-good-big-lottery-fund-may-2016
http://www.slideshare.net/futureagenda2/future-of-doing-good-big-lottery-fund-may-2016
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Natalie Campbell - Founding Partner at A Very Good Company; Member, Big Lottery Fund Board  
 
Panel leader 
James Alexander – Advisor to RSPB (former Trustee), the GoodLab, GreenThing; Chair of Gen 
Community Ventures; Co-Founder Zopa 
 
Selected comments from the panel discussion 
 
Nudge and behavioural policies that are becoming popular suggest that people [governments?] are getting 
better at manipulating those that don’t have much power or agency. Doing good should be about not 
removing the little agency that some people have. We must remember that the private sector has much to 
offer and that some of the ‘best things’ come from private sector – mobile phones, online services and for 
some Uber can get you to locations faster and cheaper than public transport. 
 
Of real importance is the need to help people to build agency; to enable them to build/change what they most 
want to see.  This is the heart of what our work should be about. This leads to roles for funders and charities 
where they are much more intentional in their approach and investing in systems, in order to change 
outcomes over a lifetime. We need to look at the hard questions that we need to ask and face them head on. 
We need to be bold. 
 
The voluntary sector is no longer the government’s favourite child. The sector needs to be much better at 
collaboration not competition. Where the answers are not obvious and the issues are intractable, we need to 
share resources, intelligence and creativity with anyone and everyone who wants to make the world a better 
place. How much more good can we do beyond barriers that we face individually by using imaginative alliances 
in imaginative ways to make the world a better place. 
 
Who benefits from doing good and how? In 19thC charities was benefactor to those who had needs. These 
days we talk about empowering people to live their lives. But to what extent do we actually do this and if so, 
what are the motivations behind the actions? The assumption that we in the social sector always do good gets 
in the way of us recognising that we don’t always get it right and can prevent us from getting better. The myth 
that we are a sector of saints prevails at times and is not helpful. The model of impact – test, adapt and scale – 
is something that we all pretend is easy to do. What does it mean to be a charity in 21stC? The 19thC definition 
is no longer fir for purpose. Maybe some of what makes charities different today is its values. And if so, then 
what are we doing to protect and uphold those values? How do we get better at getting better; how do we 
become a learning sector? How do we become a sector of genuinely lauded organisations? 
 
Every day we face moral questions over basic activities such as how to travel. Every time that you elect to sit in 
a black cab, instead of an Uber, you become part of an existential crisis lived out at the level of an individual 
and his family, who is in danger of losing his living. So, what is a good economy and what is a good economy 
for? Capitalists are behaving like they don’t want to be capitalists because they are sitting on billions and won’t 
spend it to remake the economy, to take big risks and create new health, transport and energy solutions. 
Maybe we need an economy is one that thinks less in a supply and demand sort of way and one that is more 
integrated. Ideas about that new economy is not going to come from the private sector but it could come from 
the social sector. This is our opportunity.  
 
How can we enable more purpose-led systemic change for doing good? Systemic change needs ingredients in 
place in order for the change to occur. Ingredients include the following: The existing system has to lead 
legitimacy. You have to create new models, which interestingly, tend to come from the margins. You need 
frameworks, measurements, evaluation and tools. Finally, and importantly, the existing regime needs to slip – 
which causes people on the inside to start to think about doing things differently. It is important not to get lost 
in the scale of the challenge. System change is not something that can be designed, it will come from the 
bottom – a place, with actors, getting on with the challenges that they face. 
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It is not helpful to talk about the sector as a separate entity, as there are many players and many varied 
approaches to doing good.  The future is sector-less. What will emerge is mission-led focus. Charities do not 
have a monopoly on doing good and this is an outdated way of thinking. 
 
How well do we in this sector use technology to communicate, to understand communities, to deliver services 
and to understand the environment beyond the confines of our buildings? What does our business model in 
the future look like? How will we – think like businesses and - generate income such that we can reinvest in 
the services that we deliver? 
 
Millennials see global brands as key actors in our world. The result is a moment of collaboration for us to take 
advantage of. A moment where companies want to put purpose in their brands [to appeal to millennials] and 
where they want to collaborate in order to have social impact. Ten years ago a brand wouldn’t participate in a 
social impact activity as it wouldn’t have had traction. But this is changing today and brands are acting in the 
social space. Lets learn to not say corporates as if they are some evil being that we must work with and instead 
look for partners where we can create good together. 
 
Some underlying drivers of change include technology and millennials. Separately, if we are living at the edge 
of existential breakdown then it is the case that doing good only at the margins is going to become less and 
less applicable. Leadership will be essential and a change of leadership is necessary. Global issues will have 
serious impact including democratisation, migration and climate change. Movements of actors will also be 
instrumental. These are and will continue to be comprised of people who understand their role and who are 
openly and actively building their city – citizens en masse bridging across sectors and making a difference. The 
most exciting stuff will happen outside of London. 
 
We were entertained over lunch with music from the church organ and talented organist, Joseph Beech - 
http://www.bromptonoratory.co.uk/music-staff/ . 
 
5. Adding to future insights 
After assessing for relevance, we added possible insight gaps to the highly relevant insight cards that 
remained. We clustered these new insights. We voted on the clusters, or the remaining highly relevant 
insights, to select areas to work on for the afternoon. Working in groups, we explored these areas using a 
template as our guide. The areas we explored were –  
 
1. Fostering Effective Collaboration – Was: Intentional Collaboration  
2. Financing Good – Was: Who Pays 
3. Harnessing Good Anger - Was: Good Anger 
4. Teaching Good - Was: Education & Leaders 
5. The Role of Young People in Social Change - Was: People Powered Change 1 
6. Ownership by People - Was: People Powered Change 2 
7. Staying Human in a more Dehumanised World - Was: Human Practitioners 1 
8. Relational Engagement - Was: Human Practitioners 2 
9. Environment and Systemic Change - Was: Same 
10. Community to Calamity (The Threat of Regression) - Was: Re-equalising 
 
Other areas created but not explored were –  
 
Culture & Wellbeing 
Powerful Storytelling 
Time for Change 
Good Government 
Purpose 
Representative Diversity 
 
 
Area 1: Fostering Effective and Intentional Collaboration 

http://www.bromptonoratory.co.uk/music-staff/
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Effective collaboration is essential for more impact to be delivered more effectively.  Today, NFP’s have little 
spare capacity and often find themselves in ‘competition’ with each other as they approach funders and 
become more driven by market and commercial logic. VCS are only a small part of society and so need to 
collaborate across sectors to have scale impact.  Government services spending cuts exacerbate the need.  
 
In 2025, more formal, intentional, joint action with joint responsibility and shared resources.   The benefit is 
greater impact through “more than the sum of the parts” – in a place, for an individual, or in response to a 
crisis.  In addition, it allows each organisation to play its part and do what it is best placed to deliver.  The 
disadvantages and disincentives to collaborate will need to be addressed.  Specifically:  attitude to risk taking 
and reliance on others;  sharing of IP and USP with no fear of losing distinctiveness to funders;  seeking bottom 
up rather than top down, funder-led, collaboration.  In summary, collaboration is needed, but is hard, requires 
effort and bravery. 
 
Regional impacts -  Improved efficiency and impact;  individual brands arguably become relatively less 
important than project or programme delivery;  possibly increased potential for formal partnerships, merger  
or M&A  
 
Specific examples - Real Junk Food Project http://therealjunkfoodproject.org/ 
    
Key Assumptions – Still requires individual trust and relationships between people and organisations.  Needs 
project management and active co-ordination.  Leaders and trustees permission to take risks .  Start with quick 
wins.  Shared intentions and accountability. 
 
Core drivers – A stimulus – e.g. crisis, lack of money, individuals, project and opportunity, place.  Millennials 
see collaboration as obvious / a natural thing to do.  Digital can assist, both by providing a platform for 
collaboration and in terms of creating slack to provide time and space to collaborate.    
  
Related Future Agenda insights: 
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/deeper-collaboration 
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/the-real-sharing-economy 
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/capitalism-challenge 
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/mass-engagement 
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/still-being-stupid 
 
 
Area 2: Financing Good – who pays 
 
Today a reliance on philanthropy and donation.  Relatively poor date on both philanthropic and corporate 
giving.  Relatively static public giving.  Questions around additionality: is our role to fill the gap left by 
government.  Time and focus on tinkering with the current system. 
 
In 2025, more blended income from both voluntary and earned income.  Income generation and increased 
importance of commercial engagement, especially embedding doing good as part of life / other transactions.  
Common reporting standards and impact measurement enable resources to be allocated more effectively 
(either this OR greater divergence).  A key question is how and what will millennials fund?   
 
Regional impacts – Creation of a new system versus working within the current system.  Changed mentality 
around giving with millennials more comfortable with giving smaller amounts to more projects leading to 
possible fragmentation.   More clarity and focus on “Atlee’s Ladder” – what is expected of the state versus the 
sector?  Better data collection (to connect who pays and who gives time, skills – and who receives;  improve 
decision making);  May make it harder to plan if shift away from direct debits to fragmented giving;  Possible 
threat of shift from delivering what are needed services toward short term new shiny innovative ideas to 
attract funding;   
 

http://therealjunkfoodproject.org/
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/deeper-collaboration
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/the-real-sharing-economy
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/capitalism-challenge
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/mass-engagement
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/still-being-stupid
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Specific Examples -  
Community Asset Transfer http://mycommunity.org.uk/programme/community-asset-transfer/  
Local giving schemes (“are we subsidising government cuts”) 
Amazon’s give as you live  https://www.giveasyoulive.com/ 
Innocent and others profit donation  
  
Key Assumptions – Income generation becomes relatively more important to giving.  Clarity on purpose and 
mission, together with transparency and accountability, able to combat and potential or perceived 
misalignment between pursuit of mission and profit. 
 
Core drivers – Millennials, ageing population;  personal leadership;  dominant consumer culture. 
 
Related Future Agenda insights: 
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/capitalism-challenge 
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/companies-with-purpose 
 
 
Area 3: Harnessing Good Anger 
 
Today, the social sectors roots in rights and activism have become dissipated by professionalism and desire for 
growth.  As a result, some individuals are getting really angry with us – and successful movements for change 
are happening outside of the VCS (e.g. companies, media celebrities).  Charities no longer the voice of anger – 
instead increasingly the subject of it.   
 
In 2025, protest and activism is back. Peoples anger galvanises to cause new movements. Some will be 
positive, but some will have negative impact (e.g. EDL). Activism creates a natural sense of belonging as 
intentional communities form.  At the extreme, traditional charities are no longer seen as the voice of 
advocates for beneficiaries and those they represent. 
 
 
Regional  impacts -  Need to increase the space to actively listen to expressions of anger not calm them down 
(ie don’t reward or insist on “calm down dear” or find ways of channelling.  A risk of tension and scapegoating 
or ‘nearest targets’ rather than addressing the whole system or the real power holders.  On a global level, war. 
   
Specific Examples – 
Glasgow Girls  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glasgow_Girls_(activists) 
Mencap – ‘activism manager’ not professional campaign team. 
Real Junk food project - http://therealjunkfoodproject.org/ 
 
Key Assumptions –  
Anger is inevitable, an expression of caring about right, wrong, fairness and injustice.   Anger gets people to act 
 
 
Area 4: Teaching Good 
 
Today, an environment where the focus is on developing strong, moral attitudes and good learning 
experiences in schools and communities. 
 
In 2025, young people leave the education system with a strong belief and understanding of the need to do 
good and are equipped with the tools to do this – as well as wellbeing and citizenship.  
 
Regional  impacts – Cultural and regional expectation of what a good learning system looks like;  OFSTED 
championing “good” 
 
Specific Examples –  

http://mycommunity.org.uk/programme/community-asset-transfer/
https://www.giveasyoulive.com/
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/capitalism-challenge
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/companies-with-purpose
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glasgow_Girls_(activists
http://therealjunkfoodproject.org/
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National Citizen Service http://www.ncsyes.co.uk/what-is-ncs 
 
Key Assumptions – That schools do not already do this (do they?);  Academisation may offer greater freedoms 
 
Core drivers – teacher training;  great schools;  Partnerships between schools / 3rd sector  
 
Related Future Agenda insights: 
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/education-revolution 
 
 
Area 5: The Role of Young People in Social Change 
 
Today, young people are “done to”.  They look to brands as those who do good and create change.  A 
disconnect between funders and beneficiaries.  Young people disengaged with politics.  A difference between 
rhetoric and reality. 
 
In 2025, solutions are created by young people who have the anger and passion to make things better.  A more 
participatory and natural process, not just driven by technology.  Collaboration is natural and second nature to 
this generation. 
 
Regional  impacts – Require less from the state, solving own problems together;  happier, healthier 
communities;  education and political system change 
 
Specific Examples –  
Environmental activists e.g. Plane Stupid http://www.planestupid.com/, The Real Junk Food Project 
http://therealjunkfoodproject.org/ 
Change in education system and what we value (e.g. Free Schools) 
Issue based rather than party based 
 
Key Assumptions – Millennial attitudes remain and become the mainstream of the working population 
 
Core drivers – Social media, leadership and inspiration;  anger and passion;  technology 
 
 
Area 6: Ownership by People 
 
Today, a sector that is often slow to move with the times, with bureaucratic barriers and closed off to decision 
making. Remains a route for citizen voice – but tends to serve up a mediated voice.  Often conflicting targets. 
By 2025, the beneficiaries we are trying to help at the heart of all we do.  Co-produced with them.  Harnessing 
the power of digital and social to connect and engage.  Much greater use of individual and personal 
motivations.   
 
Regional  impacts – stronger and faster response to local issues, based on local voices 
 
Specific Examples –  
People powered clean ups post riots http://www.theguardian.com/uk/2011/aug/09/london-riots-cleanup-
appeal 
BLF Talent Match https://www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/talentmatch pays young people to bring young people 
voice to companies 
Change Please http://www.changeplease.org/ cites personal motivation 
Hackney CVS http://www.hcvs.org.uk/ uses participatory budgeting 
Virgin uses successful participants to mentor – so the benefit is reciprocated 
Stoke Citizen panel awareness raising with Whitbread on homelessness 
http://www.expertcitizens.org.uk/expert-citizens-creating-homelessness-awareness-in-the-private-sector/ 
 

http://www.ncsyes.co.uk/what-is-ncs
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/education-revolution
http://www.planestupid.com/
http://therealjunkfoodproject.org/
http://www.theguardian.com/uk/2011/aug/09/london-riots-cleanup-appeal
http://www.theguardian.com/uk/2011/aug/09/london-riots-cleanup-appeal
https://www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/talentmatch
http://www.changeplease.org/
http://www.hcvs.org.uk/
http://www.expertcitizens.org.uk/expert-citizens-creating-homelessness-awareness-in-the-private-sector/
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Key Assumptions – Technology availability;  investment;  stability to create confidence 
 
Core drivers – technology 
 
Related Future Agenda insights: 
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/mass-engagement 
 
 
Area 7: Staying Human in a more Dehumanised World 
 
Today, the nature and composition of relationships is changing.  While there are more global connections, the 
extent and degree of meaning of these connections is potentially less.  Generalisations of groups (e.g. children 
and young people, old people etc) creates assumptions, that are often projections onto people rather than 
proximate insight.  The drivers for being kind are more atomised (e.g. less focus on wider community and 
culture; more focus on work and family) 
 
By 2025, a complex series of positives and negatives – but the possibility of more human connections.  Going 
back to the future – or our idealised view of the past – more communitaire, more kindness.  Increased 
digitisation and proliferation of robotics will change employment structures significantly.  There will be greater 
awareness of growing inequalities, but it may prove hard to connect and care.  Potentially harder to organise 
around a cause, but easier to mobilise and increase accessibility. 
 
Regional  impacts - 
 
Specific Examples –  
Outrage where community spirit remains e.g. a sit in to save library in Lambeth 
http://www.theguardian.com/books/booksblog/2016/apr/08/why-we-continue-our-fight-to-save-lambeth-
carnegie-library 
More aware than ever of atrocities (e.g. Syria) – but little action  
 
Key Assumptions – increase in digital noise;   higher tolerance and de-sensitisation of “bad”;  good stories 
prove motivating 
 
Core drivers –  a new positive good narrative;  building social capital and community action;  Ubuntu (= 
kindness, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ubuntu_(philosophy) – role models and people who inspire individuals 
and communities 
 
Related Future Agenda insights: 
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/companies-with-purpose 
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/human-touch 
 
 
Area 8: Relational Engagement 
 
Today, transactional, silo’d services ‘done to’ people, which treat people as products to be serviced.  Currently 
forced into ways of operating that are totally counter to the building of trust. 
In 2025, a focus on building relationships, investing in people and capable organisations. 
 
Regional  impacts – creates an environment that provides positive outcomes for people to thrive;  focus on key 
success factors (e.g. a decent place to live;  something useful to do;  network of people around to provide 
support);  understand and mobilise different resources (financial, social, people).  Greater levels of trust rather 
than starting from a position of mistrust. 
 
Specific Examples –  

http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/mass-engagement
http://www.theguardian.com/books/booksblog/2016/apr/08/why-we-continue-our-fight-to-save-lambeth-carnegie-library
http://www.theguardian.com/books/booksblog/2016/apr/08/why-we-continue-our-fight-to-save-lambeth-carnegie-library
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ubuntu_(philosophy
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/companies-with-purpose
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/human-touch
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Significant savings by treating people with respect (e.g. youth offending, young people taken from mothers 
http://www.ormiston.org/) 
 
Key Assumptions – able to overcome vested interests;  effective communication to the public (ie winning the 
intellectual argument to build trust);  aligned work across sectors;  building and operating the right 
accountability framework 
 
Core drivers – The inability to keep current systems going (this is the burning platform);  growth of evidence to 
support this approach;  qualitative responses from the people receiving the services  
 
Related Future Agenda insights: 
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/citizen-centric-cities 
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/mass-engagement 
 
 
Area 9: Environment and Systemic Change 
 
Today, competition is dominant, government lags business, a real tragedy of the public commons with 
regulation failing.  The reality of diminishing returns of operating along.  Civil society plays a strong role in 
setting social norms. 
 
In 2025, collaboration is dominant.  Direct and collective action is more important than government action.  
Civil society coalitions and alliances become the norm.  A changed positive narrative and social norms – a 
broader shared set of common goals and values. 
 
Regional  impacts – Local and cross sector partnerships.  More local responsibility and accountability.  Requires 
a system to be built with joined up thinking. 
 
Specific Examples –  
Changing the market for Palm Oil 
De-carbonise the grid 
Eat less meat 
Divestment 
Climate coalition 
Make poverty history (an example of how not to do it) 
 
Key Assumptions – Government investment continues to lag 
 
Core drivers – 
Regulation 
Targets 
Consumer expectations and social norms 
 
Area 10: Community to Calamity 
 
Today, inequality continues to grow, the gap is widening.  Society is more atomised.  Migration continues to 
grow.  The old version of charity remains.   We live in an increasingly liberal and liberalised society – but we are 
ignoring the harsh truth of inequality in our society. 
 
In 2025, the problem is worse.  The state is less powerful, there is more migration, companies are increasingly 
choosing or having to play a role (both rights and social good); some emergence of a greater sense of our role 
as citizens 
 
Regional  impacts – Nation state diminishes, so cities (or place) become the agent for change;  increased 
democratic deficit;  Corporate conscience making decisions on rights. A lower, base income becomes 

http://www.ormiston.org/
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/citizen-centric-cities
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/mass-engagement
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acceptable;  displacement of people; supra0national government;  corporate monopoly, virtual state and 
community. 
 
Specific Examples –  
Hastings Pier 
Taxi drivers, Uber, the role of the state 
Climate change 
Mass migtration 
 
Key Assumptions –  There are both pessimistic and positive scenarios 
 
Core drivers – Technology, migrations,  
 
Related Future Agenda insights: 
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/capitalism-challenge 
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/companies-with-purpose 
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/still-being-stupid 
 
 
6. Closing Discussion 
We held a conversation where Dawn Austwick, CEO Big Lottery Fund, first shared thoughts on the day and 
then we had a broader discussion with all present. Topics that were discussed included:  
 

• It had been a useful and appreciated day of open-minded exchange 
• The return of the anger and how striking that conversation had been 
• The phrase ’the end of charity', referring to the end of 20th century donation centric and non-

commercial charity, did emphasise a need for a shift to a new model / structure 
• A need / desire to continue this conversation outside London (Belfast was mentioned) 
• The need for better data and evidence gathering in this space. 

 
 
  

http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/capitalism-challenge
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/companies-with-purpose
http://www.futureagenda.org/insight/still-being-stupid
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7. New Insights 
 
The following are new insights emerging from the Future of Doing Good event. 
 

     
 
 

     
 
 

   
 
Finally, discussions on the day (inevitably) covered off some insights which are already with Future 
Agenda material, but which were not included in the Future of Doing Good initial perspective. The 
following existing insights will be added to the deck, as well as the new items above –  
 

• Care in the Community 
• Caring for those left behind 
• Companies with purpose 
• Deeper collaboration 
• Human touch 
• Mass engagement 
• The real sharing economy 
• The increasing value of data 

 
 

End 


